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Accepting
uncertainty
In his closing keynote at the 2014 BACP Private Practice
conference on anxiety, James Davies spoke of his concern
that there is excessive deference to a model of mental
health in which ordinary human experience is reduced
to diagnoses to be medicalised and medicated
Interview: John Daniel
Your keynote address at the ‘Anxiety: how can therapy
help?’ conference incorporated interview data from
your book, Cracked: why psychiatry is doing more harm
than good, about the scientific research, or lack of it,
behind the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM). Could you briefly outline your argument
in the book?
In a nutshell, I argue that psychiatry over the past 40 years,
under the dominance of the medical model, has started to
become bad for our mental health. Not intentionally, but as
an outcome of taking the medical model too far. There are a
number of reasons I argue this: it has wrongly medicalised
more and more natural, albeit painful, responses to the
difficulties of living; it has become wedded to medications of
questionable value (for many people) and whose long-term
effects are still uncertain; it has allowed itself to be
compromised by pharmaceutical ties; it has stigmatised
people through labels and has sold itself as closer to the rest
of medicine than it is. All this has led to a situation in which
the integrity and efficacy of the profession is now under
serious scrutiny.

being wrongly medicalised and medicated. I felt that in
many cases the diagnoses were leading to little other than
the illusion of understanding for doctors, and stigma and
self-stigma for patients; while the medications themselves,
although sometimes helpful for the more severely distressed
when taken short term, were in the long term harming or
holding people back. So I often found myself working at
cross-purposes with key psychiatrists and I was baffled
why they didn’t seem to share my concerns.
It was then I started reading the sanctioned psychiatric
literature to try and understand what I was missing. I began
with the conventional textbooks but soon moved to more
critical academic research. What I found in the latter really
opened my eyes and launched me on a journey that was both
fascinating and disturbing. Over a period of about two years
I started interviewing psychiatrists both here and in the
US, including many leading lights of the profession. The
disconcerting story that emerged from these interviews –
about psychiatry doing more harm than good – became
the story I told in Cracked.

Why do you think we’re currently seeing a mental health
pandemic and the shocking statistic that a supposed one
in four of us suffers from some form of mental illness?
What inspired you to write Cracked?
I think saying one in four people is suffering is a fair estimate.
A key factor was working as a psychotherapist in the NHS,
The problem is rather that we misunderstand and mismanage
encountering person after person who had been adversely
affected by psychiatric diagnoses and drugs. As therapists we most of that suffering. We reconfigure it in medical terms, as
know it takes many months to really understand a person and an illness to be swiftly removed, usually with medication. This
the social and psychological reasons why they suffer. Yet most view is simplistic, dangerous and I might add scientifically
psychiatrists were assigning diagnoses after only one session. and clinically unjustified. The fact is most people now being
And I began wondering whether this hasty labelling was why I classed as ‘mentally ill’ are not suffering from mental illness
was so often encountering understandable human experience per se but from natural and normal, albeit painful, human
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responses to the difficult social and environmental conditions
in which they have been caught up – conditions that a pill was
never designed to remedy. This is not to say sufferers don’t
need care, but rather care of a different kind – psychological,
social, relational, humanistic, spiritual, depending on your
beliefs and needs. So it’s not that the statistic ‘one in four’ is
wrong but that we as a society have made some pretty bad
choices about how to respond to such widespread distress.
What are the implications of your research for
counsellors and psychotherapists?
Well, one is that it may shift the balance of power. My own
concern is that there is still too much deference to the medical
model in counselling and psychotherapy. This deference is
to do with many things: psychiatry’s aura of scientificity; its
high status relative to therapy; our fear of professional
marginalisation if we stray too far from the medical model;
our unfamiliarity with the critical research (which is a shame
since it is empowering – instilling confidence in the need for
non-medical alternatives). But also, as I pointed out at the
conference, I think our deference is to do with our anxieties
about what it means to stand before any person in need,
ourselves in need of the assurance that we know what is going
on. Diagnosis can provide this sense of assurance and this can
in turn stem our anxiety – because we are anxious about
not knowing and because we think that by ‘knowing’ we can
better deal with the problem at hand. When in fact, as the

Most people classed ‘mentally ill’ are
not suffering from mental illness per
se but from natural and normal
human responses to difficult social
and environmental conditions

psychotherapist Alan Pope recently put to me, ‘The key to
conquering anxiety is to be able to tolerate not knowing and
remain in possibility or to be able to make that leap of faith.’
What has been the reaction to Cracked from the
psychiatric profession and the pharmacological industry
and were you anxious about how it would be received?
Very anxious indeed! Two weeks before Cracked was released
my publisher called to tell me that The Times Magazine
wanted to do a big feature on the book. They took photos
of me and sent the journalist Robert Crampton over to my
house to interview me. He was a decent man and made me
feel at ease. But on the morning the article was published, I
remember sitting with my wife completely unable to open
the paper. Right then I started trembling. I was suddenly
really, really afraid. I was afraid of the exposure the article
would bring, and what that might mean. All I could think was:
‘Well, you did bring this upon yourself.’
Since then I have calmed down a bit, which is important,
as I have received all sorts of reactions. There are psychiatrists
who agree with me and psychiatrists who don’t, and some who
partially agree. But, in all, whenever I have met professional
opposition it has mostly been levelled in a spirit of
congeniality. There have been some clear exceptions though
– and these are usually industry related. Things get hidden,
buried and manipulated and that’s what Cracked set out to
expose and confront, so I shouldn’t be surprised if those
interests sometimes bite back.
How does it feel to be a critic swimming against the tide?
Really, am I swimming against the tide? I think I’m merely
giving voice to things that people already know. When you
articulate clearly what people already know, there is power
in that. As more people begin to trust their heretical thoughts,
they cease to be heretical. They become the new status quo.
Obviously that new order is not with us yet but times are
certainly changing. There is now an ever-expanding critical
psychiatry community, which is increasingly confident and
mainstream. In fact, the other day I met with a seasoned
critic, the psychologist Lucy Johnstone, who mentioned how,
when she began tackling psychiatry some 20 years ago, she
was in a tiny and besieged minority. Since then, she said,
there are more clinical professionals, academics, journalists
and an ever-growing service user movement speaking out and
lobbying for change. Of course, we still face a mountainous
task ahead, but, as I put it in the book, all these voices have
started to make a difference – and if more can be added to
the crescendo, there is no telling what can be achieved.
You write that after nearly 50 years of investigation into
the chemical imbalance theory of anxiety and depression,
there is no convincing evidence that the theory is actually
correct. How would you advise someone who, having read
Cracked, is considering stopping taking antidepressant,
anxiolytic or antipsychotic medication as a result of what
they’ve read?
In Cracked I do not tell people what to do. I merely provide
them with the information I believe they need to make
an informed choice about whether to accept psychiatric
intervention. Having said that, I do give one piece of advice,
which I’ll share: any precipitous or sudden withdrawal from
psychiatric drugs is always dangerous. Withdrawal should
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As more people begin to trust their heretical
thoughts, they cease to be heretical – they
become the new status quo
therefore be conducted under the supervision of an
experienced physician who is, of course, well informed and
so able to respect fully any person’s desire to explore nonmedication alternatives. This last point is crucial because there
are still too many physicians who don’t support such desires.
Psychiatry and the talking cure in the form of
psychoanalysis were closely aligned until the middle
of the last century. What caused the divergence in ways
between them and do you foresee a future in which
they might work more effectively together again?
Firstly, as you say, the alignment used to be stronger. This was
particularly true in the United States until the 1980s. In fact,
the DSM used until 1980 was actually compiled and written
by psychoanalysts. Psychoanalysis ruled the roost. So what
happened? Well, there were many influential factors but by
far the most important in my view was the pharmacological
revolution of the 1970s and 80s. You must understand before
this revolution psychiatry was in crisis – psychoanalysis had
momentarily lost its legitimacy, other physical treatments, like
lobotomies, were now a source of shame, and bad press around
the state of asylums and ECT treatments had deeply wounded
public confidence and practitioner morale. It was at this time
that industry-backed pharmacological psychiatry really took
off. Companies funded research, paid individual psychiatrists
and helped fund the development of new departments. As the
power of biological psychiatry grew, so did psychotherapy
almost disappear from British psychiatry and rapidly decrease
in American psychiatry. (For example, in the US by 2004 the
percentage of visits to psychiatrists that included
psychotherapy had dropped to 29 per cent from 44 per cent
in 1996–97.) In short, the influence of the pharmaceutical
industry pushed psychotherapy out of medicine. And therapy
has been struggling to return ever since.
In my view the only way we’ll see a reversal is if industry
influence abates. And this will only happen if people really
begin to open their eyes to how corrosive this influence has
been, based as it was on the burying of negative clinical trials,
the funding of the regulatory agencies and the financial
co-opting of large sections of the psychiatric community
who publicly endorsed and promoted pharmacological
treatments. If you want to know how corrosive this influence
was, then read the critical research. So there is a future for
more psychotherapy in psychiatry but some critical changes
must ensue first; changes that I’m not convinced will be
embraced any time soon.
What is your hope for the future of psychiatry?
Well, in my view we clearly need a more humanistic
psychiatry – more informed by anthropology, sociology,
psychotherapy and philosophy than by industry-conducted
drug trials and manuals like the DSM. In addition, we require
greater transparency and accountability with respect to the
profession’s financial ties with industry, more critical
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scrutiny of the disadvantageous effects drugs have for many,
especially when taken long term, and finally, more time spent
in psychiatric training on learning non-medical alternatives.
There are many highly thoughtful, critical psychiatrists who
have been requesting these things for years, so I am certainly
not alone.
You studied medical and social anthropology at Oxford
and lecture in social anthropology and psychology at
the University of Roehampton. What motivated you to
train as a psychotherapist?
My experience of going through my own psychotherapy.
I expect many of your readers will get what I mean. ■
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Your thoughts please

If you have any responses to the issues
raised in this article, please write a letter or
respond with an article of your own.
Email: privatepractice.editorial@bacp.co.uk

Networking for newbies
If the mere thought of networking puts you
off trying, Martin Hogg has some practical
tips to help make it fun and fruitful

I

t was great to meet so many members
at the recent BACP Private Practice
conference in London in September.
Like many of the division’s Executive
Committee members I was on hand to
answer questions about setting up and
growing a private practice. There were several
questions about networking, something we
haven’t previously covered in this column. I have
found networking with local counsellors and
business owners a very useful way to get new
clients and grow my private practice. Yet the
very thought of meeting a bunch of strangers
to ‘network’ is enough to put many people off
before even giving it a try. The good news is
there are a few practical tips you can use to
ensure networking can be fun and fruitful.

Practise with a friendly crowd
Informal networking with other therapists is a
great way to practise before launching into more
unfamiliar territory. BACP Making Connections
events and BACP Private Practice regional
networking groups provide great, safe places to
practise. For the brave, the British Chambers of
Commerce runs speed networking events at
which you move from table to table every two
minutes, listening to your partner for a minute
and talking about what you do for a minute. It’s
a surefire way to become good at networking
quickly. Any similarity to speed dating is purely
coincidental. It can be useful to have a colleague
or friend with you so you don’t feel alone. But
don’t end up just talking to each other.

Join a Jelly or MeetUp event
Jelly (www.uk-jelly.org.uk) is a national network
of informal co-working events where freelancers,
home workers and small/micro business owners
come together to work, chat and collaborate.
These events are great for reducing isolation and
meeting new people. You can also find out about
interesting local groups to attend via Meetup
(www.meetup.com).

Do your research
Research the event, group or network you are
attending to avoid turning up and thinking ‘What
are they all on about?’ or ‘I didn't expect it to be
like this.’ Email or speak to the organiser prior to
the event to find out more about it or look at
articles and online photos from previous events
to see what sort of people attend. Some events
are informal; you register, turn up and chat over
tea and coffee. Others are structured and can feel
like you’ve entered a secret society.

Ask others about themselves

them some information, set up a meeting or give
them a leaflet. Leaflets are good if you offer a range
of services as you can talk them through. Invest
in a business card that says something about you
and your business. Look through any collection of
business cards – it’s the ones with character that
stand out. Some people put their picture on their
card; some choose a gatefold design or have an
embossed or foiled logo. Business cards can be
purchased very cost effectively online. My favourite
suppliers are Moo.com and Vistaprint.com.

Use your smartphone
More and more networking is virtual these days.
Try these smartphone apps:
•	LinkedIn makes it easy to find your contacts
at meetings and add them to your network
instantly, with no need for business cards
•	Twitter is easy to use, doesn’t take a lot of
time to send messages and keeps contact
short and sweet. Hashtags can help you stay in
touch with events, even when you’re not there
•	Voice Memos – record your thoughts about
your meetings to reflect on later or just give
yourself a message to follow up
•	Camera phone – take a picture of the business
cards you’ve collected in case you lose them.

In the absence of clear rules there is a certain
protocol at business networking events.
Participants are expected to move around the
room, spending a few minutes with a number
of other participants. When you encounter another Don’t forget to follow up
person, ask what they do. This will take the pressure
off you. Then explain a little about what you do.
Keep a note of what went well and what didn’t so
you can be better prepared for the next event. If
you get a list of attendees and the permissions to
Prepare something to say
contact them, follow up with a general message to
everyone or send a specific message to those you
Preparing an introduction or ‘elevator pitch’ is
met in person if you want to stay in contact with
a good idea. Keep it short and to the point so
them. Remember, someone may not contact you
you can easily work it into a conversation. I
normally have two prepared and tailor what I say after the event because they are busy, not because
they don't want to talk to you. Finally, make
depending on what the other person has said in
networking part of your regular marketing. Too
their introduction. If I were speaking to a fellow
often it can be seen as a burden or a waste of time,
counsellor I would say: ‘I help therapists set up
and develop in private practice.’ If I were meeting but building it into your working week means
you will be marketing your business, staying
a business owner I might say: ‘I support stressed
connected and raising your profile. It doesn’t have
out executives and staff to get the help they
to be time consuming; with social media you can
need to keep healthy and productive at work.’
connect and stay connected every day. ■
I wouldn't say, ‘I’m Martin, I’m a counsellor.’
That’s often met with silence or with the question:
‘Which political party are you a councillor for?’

Use a prop
Go prepared with your business cards or leaflets.
At the end of the conversation you could ask the
person for their card or offer yours. If someone
has shown a lot of interest you might offer to send
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